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OMBTT CURRENT MEMBERS
This year was very challenging to try to fill the field. I kept things the way they were as requested by the members at last years classic but also told everyone if it did not work out I would be
making changes for the future. I am waiting to make any decisions till we see how many anglers
go to the classic and how the fishing is earlier than normal at KY Lake. We are required now to
have our classic before the end of October due to Moors will not stay open that late in the year
any longer. I can assure you Mega will be back in 2019 at these lakes. Buckeye, Indian, Erie,
Grand Lake, Alum and Delaware. I have already filed for dates but nothing is approved as of yet.
We will be looking at many aspects of the current format and determining if changes are warranted for the betterment of the trail. Mega will grow in my opinion with a little tweaking of the
format.
Where are we now in the trail you ask? Actually sitting pretty good for the classic. We have
$10,920 in the classic fund with 2 events left. We have been consistently putting around $2,160
into the kitty at each event. Mikes Roofing (Mike Cullop) has donated $1,000 and K&D Auto
Glass (Jeff Kauth) has donated $1,000 to the classic fund as well. Just a guesstimate we could
have around $16,000 then add 30 teams for another $6,000 in entry's at the classic. That would
be $22,000 that 30 teams would be fishing for at the 2018 classic. We need to decide how many
spots we pay out for this event.

OMBTT & KMTT INCENTIVES
Krieger Ford–

Win a event in a 2015 or newer Ford purchased from Krieger and receive
$200.00 for your win. If there is no qualified winner finish in the top 3 and receive $100.00 for
your finish. No limit on number of times you may win and good for the first 6 qualifying events
OMBTT only.

Knox Marine– Buy a new 17ft or larger new Ranger boat and get

$100.00 off each event
up to $500.00 for the season in the OMBTT series. KMTT is $50.00 off each event up to $300.00
off for the season.

Ranger Cup– Sign up for Ranger Cup at Ranger Boats and meet required qualifications

and win an additional 500.00 for a regular season OMBTT, KMTT, Pro Open or any other open!

Fin Feather and Fur– Get 10% off on qualifying tackle for being a member of OMBTT or
KMTT.

EVINRUDE– Highest

finishing Evinrude owner will receive 2 Gallons of Evinrude oil for
OMBTT events and 1 Gallon of oil for KMTT.

KMTT a huge
success for
the 2018
season.
Going on our second season now with KMTT we
were so happy to see the
huge interest in the trail.
We did not anticipate filling the field in February
but that seems to be the
direction from here on
out. If you have an intrest
in the trail be sure to pay
your deposits early for
2019!

Set up at Pleasant Hill

KMTT on for 2019
We have filed for most of our permits for 2019 and
anticipate these lakes for the upcoming season.
Buckeye, Pleasant Hill, Clearfork, Alum Creek and
Delaware reservoir. Remember you must pay your deposits on all 6 events to lock your spot for the upcoming
season. Membership and deposits comes to $350.00 and
the remaining $50.00 entry at each event will be due on
or before registration of that event. Double draw is paying years fees and membership up front $650.00
You may also get on the paid waiting list for a single
event or a few select events if you choose not to fish the
entire season. Most likely you will not get in though. To
do this the full entry and membership must be paid and if
you do not get in we will refund.

I want to thank all of our wonderful sponsors who support the anglers and
Ohio Mega Bass Tournament Organizations. We cant do this without your
support! I also want to thank the loyal anglers who are fishing with us we
appreciate you choosing our organization!

Pro Opens
almost fill in
first year!
Our Pro Open concept
is a $300.00 team entry
90% payback no membership fee format. We
are so happy with the
payouts as well as first
years participation level
and will be back for
2019.

2018 Pro Open winners at Indian and Lake Erie

Pro Opens filed for 2019
We have filed for most of our permits for 2019 and
anticipate these lakes for the upcoming season.
Indian Lake, Buckeye, Erie and Mosquito
Remember this is a 40 boat maximum field so be sure to
pay before they fill for 2019!

